
NAVIGATION 

THE FACTUAL DESCRIPTION OF A 

SEA ROUTE TO INDIA AND CEYLON 

BY A GREEK MASTER MARINER 

FROM ROMAN EGYPT 

B Y ANANDA ABEYDEERA 

. the town [Muciril], whither the good vessels, 
masterpieces of the Creeks come brazing the water 
of Periyar white with foam, bearing gold, and 
laden with pepper return . . .  1 

For a proper understanding of how India and Ceylon were perceived by ancient Graeco
Roman navigators, it is necessary to consult the "Periplus Maris Erythrae i"  (abbreviated 
PME henceforth).2 lt was dated sometime in the second half of the first century A .D.3,  
almost contemporaneous with Strabo (64 B.C .-2 1 A.D.) and a Iinie prior to Ptolemy (be
tween 1 00 and 1 70 A.D.), the two "giants" of the geography of classical times. This work, 
produced in the form of a practical manual meant for a sea-faring trader in the I ndian 
Ocean, provides a wealth of information on Western India seen through the eyes of a navi
gator, and describes a peninsula not portrayed in Ptolemy's " Geography" .  India, foreshor
tened from the North to the South, appears as an i rregular pentagon (Fig. 1 )  whereas the 
adjacent island of Taprobane• (Fig. 2), overstretched beyond the equator to 2°30' S .  instead 
6° N., is given continental magnitude by Ptolemy. By comparing the configurations given 
to these countries in the "Geography" with their descriptions found in the PME, we can 
understand the complexity of the problem: the nature of perceptions of I ndia and Ceylon 
in the geographical thought of classical times versus factual descriptions of ancient trade 
and navigation in the Indian Ocean. 

Both books, almost of the same age, present us with an amount of complementary infor
mation on India and Ceylon that it is impossible to dissociate one from another in a study 
that Iooks into the nature of perceptions of these countries in rhe Graeco-Roman system of 
geographical exploration. Both books do, however, diverge in their viewpoints concerning 
the geography of these countries. One is a treatise on the mathematical geography of the 
inhabited world as it was then known to Ptolemy rhe astronomer. The other is a practical 
handbook of a Greek-speaking merchant sailing from Egypt to India for the purposes of 
commerce. The two nearly contemporary authors also differ widely in their methods of 

Following double-page: Fig. 1 lndia within the Ganges from a Greek manuscript 
of the "Geography" reproduced by Louis Renou in: "La Geographie de Ptolemee. 

L'Inde" (Vll. 1-4). Paris, Edouard Champion, 1925. 
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Fig. 2 The island ofTaprobane in the "Geographie de Ptolemrie, rriproduction photolitho
graphique du Monastere de Vatopridi au Mont Athos", edited by Victor Langlois. Paris, Firmin 
Didot, 1867, folios civ-cv. Courtesy of the Newberry Library, Chicago. 

describing the countries in question. Ptolemy puts emphasis on the coordination of astro
nomical calculations for determining the position of the geography of a country, whereas 
the anonymaus skipper Stresses navigational safety and such other details a navigator 
would most value while sailing for various ports of call in the Erythraean Sea in search of 
merchandise. 

What Oliver Thompson wrote with regard to these disproportionate representations of 
India in " Tabu Ia Asiae X" and of Taprobane in " Tabu Ia Asiae XI I"  of Ptolemy's "Geogra
phy"5-here sl ightly paraphrased- called attention to a possible explanation for this dilem-
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m a  which vexed historians of recent times: In India a s  elsewhere Ptolemy tried t o  combine 
reports of many kinds and times. For the representation of India, the result is a remarkable 
confusion because he conceives its geographical frame so badly. His map, though so detail
ed, is far worse in general shape than that of the skipper of the " Periplus Maris Erythrae i"  
or  even that of  Eratosthenes. How he came by this ruinous distortion is not clear. l t  may 
partly be a consequence of the extravagant notion of Taprobane's extent which Ptolemy 
absurdly stretches beyond rhe equator.6 It is precisely this decisive mistake of Ptolemy in 
not determining properly India's general form and outline which preoccupied yet another 
recent writer.7 

Seeking a possible explanation in the Indian cosmographic texts for causes which might 
have generared this deformity, Schwanzberg draws our attention to the troublesome usage 
of the renn dvipa which is variously rendered as " island", "island continent" or simply 
"continent".  Referring to what this renn might designate in different contexts, he con
tinues, lf one assumes that the Puranic Daksinatya or Daksinapatha (the southern region of 
Deccan) was perceived as a dvipa beyond the east-west trending Vindhya Mountains, then 
it might have been taken as a great southem island without any recognition of its separate
ness Jrom ancient Lanka. 8 

This amazing assumption does not receive even a modicum of support because neither 
Daksinatya nor Daksinapatha is mentioned by Ptolemy in his " Geography" .  In order to 
perceive the southern region of the Deccan as a dvipa, one would need a Sanskrit or a Pali 
term such as Daksinapathadvipa or Dakkhinadipa, respectively s imilar to composite 
names such as Daksinabaratardha9 or Dakkhina-janapada.10 Indeed not only can such 
name not be found among the plethora of place names of the Vedic, Puranic11 or Buddhist 
literarure, but even the mere idea of conceiving a name conjoined with a hybrid-suffix such 
a as patha-dvipa is fanciful. Only one or the other will be used in naming the country. For 
Daksina meaning " south" or " right" and patha signifying "path" or "way" in Sanskrit 

�\ ... Thll: (;JI.<Hat.-\l>tlll}\"K I)F STil \l\0'< 
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Fig. 3 The earth according to Strabo as reconstructed by PF]. Gossellin, in the "Geographie de 
Strabon ". Paris, lmprimerie imperiale, 1803, tome !, plate V entitled "Systeme geographique de 
Strabon". Courtesy ofThe Newberry Library, Chicago. 
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more than suffice to designate the country lying to the south of the Narmada River. This 
was also the customary name of Southern India in ancient i nscriptions 12; as opposed to 
Daksinapatha, the term Uttarapatha designated North India as a whole.13 

Given the absence of a Sanskrit, Prakrit or Pali form with the suffix dvipa conjoined to 
Daksinatya or Daksinapatha in the Indian Iiterature pertaining to geography and cosmo
graphy 14, the writer's use of the vernacular is somewhat suspicious. Even in the authoritati
ve "Studies in the Geography of Ancient India" of Dines Chandra Sircar15 or in the study 
of Francesco L. Pulle16, professor of Sanskrit successively at Padua and at Florence or in 
that of Williebald Kirfel17 devoted to the subject, we have not found the slightest trace of 
such a name. However that alone does not quite settle the matter, for the same writer seeks 
support for his argument in the following commentary by Gossellin on Ptolemy's India. 
Schwanzberg bases his commentary on a translation he made himself from French to 
English: The deep embayment of the gulf of Cambay, which is to the south of Gujarat, was 
able to appear to them [ancient navigators] as the beginning of the strait that they knew 
should separate Taprobane from India. A sense of order made them continue this strait up to 
the Gulf of the Ganges [Bay of Bengal], across the continents and from that time forward 
the eastern peninsula of India, considered as an island, could be confused with Ceylon, to 
which one [i .e., the geographers of Alexandria] assigned the entire extent which that part of 
Asia ought to have had1S (Fig. 3 ) . 

Thus is the wording of a seemingly most ingeniously expressed commentary by Gossel
lin purporting to explain Ptolemy's gross mistake in the foreshortening of India. The pur
pose of the above quotation was to lend support to the writer's assumption regarding the 
error that persisted for a long time in European cartography and which was exemplified by 
the maps derived from the "Geography" of Ptolemy. These maps, while seeking to incor
porate the geographic coordinates of Ptolemy, depict the island of Taprebane out of pro
portion and located beneath India, an India without the triangular configuration for its 
peninsular south (Fig. 4). 

In this article, I present evidence that India's missing peninsular form has nothing to do 
with the excessive magnitude given to Taprebane by Ptolemy and that the presumed island 
concept that Ptolemy may have entertained for curtailing India i s  lacking justification by 
any evidence, wether geological, archeological, epigraphic or cosmographic. As I shall be 
demonstrating, Gossellin's assumption is s ingularly wrong and the quotation on which his 
commentator depends on is equally erroneous. A close comparison of Gossell in's with the 
English translation reveals several obvious discrepancies. It appears, in fact, as if the quota
tion has been conveniently tailored to !end support to the writer's own assumption. Let us 
take these deviations one by one in the order of their occurence in the quotation. They may 
appear trivial at first glance, but each discrepancy, by not rendering exactly what Gossellin 
says, adds a certain amount of weight to an argument which does not hold. L'enfoncement 
du golfe de Cambaye is rendered as The deep embayment. Since Gossellin does not write 
"l'enfoncement profond " it is superfluous, if not calculated, to add "deep" to the embay
ment, as both deep and shallow embayments can exist. If one wants to make an embayment 
appear as a strait then one can think of an adjective such as "deep" in order to Stress an ele
ment "en plus" to add conviction to one's argument. 

A second misrendering of Gossell in's text is A sense of order which does not at all convey 
the meaning of l'esprit de systeme. A fair sense of the expression can be rendered as their 

Preceding double-page: Fig. 4 The map of the world designed by Giovanni Matteo Contarini 
and engraved by Francesco Rosselli, Florence, 1506, depicting the virtually ignored Peninsular 
form of India and greatly exaggerated Taprobane. Courtesy of The Newberry Library, Chicago. 
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Fig. 5 The Gulf of Kutch, Satellite image UIC-31-1018. Courtesy of Media Services Corpora
tion, NASAIJSC, Houston. 

way of reasoning as l'esprit de systeme conveys the idea of a way of seeing rhings rhat a 
system of rhinking implies.19 If one wants to make an embayment appear as a strait, "a 
sense of order" is more suitable to the argument than the general sense of the expression. 
The writer's third error in translaring the singular masculine French noun le continent as 
the plural form continents is  obvious enough. If the writer wants his readers to assume an 
embaymenr to be a strait running between two conrinents, then " Je continenr" rendered as 
" the continents" definitely serves his purpose. Gossellin's La presqu 'isle occidentale de 
l 'Inde translared as the the eastem peninsula of !ndia is an overt blunder. A scholar of 
South Asia making "eastern" out of the French adjective "occidentale" in a geographically 
important text is somerhing that one cannot easily overlook. Thus there are four significant 
errors in a quotation barely containing rhree sentences. 

The translaror deliberately modifies what Gossellin says, particularly by substituring 
continents for continent and mistranslaring presqu'isle occidentale as eastern peninsula. 
These emendations are not even acknowledged. The proper way would have been to pre
sent the anomalies as they appear in the text and draw the reader's attention to them. Bur as 
this would have undermined the authenticiry that the translator wanred to attribure to 
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M. d'Anville (1}a cru que cette enorme etendue, que !es andens don• 
nolent a Ia Taprobane, ne provenoit que d'une fausse evaluation des stades 
employes a sa mesure. Nous ne pensons pas< oomme lui, et nous croyoM 
pouvoir assigner une autre origine a cette erreur. 

Les navigateurs qui partoient des bouches de l'lndus, avec le projet 
de parcourir !es cötes de l'lnde, avoient Ii traverser !es deux golfes qul 
resserrent Ia presqu'isle de Guzerat que I'on nommoit nlors Larice. Ils 
trouvoient ensuite Ia cöte de Malabar qui s'etendoit vers le midi, et il 
etoit impossible qu'ils se trompassent sur cette direction. Tous les ren· 
seignemens devoient donc annoncer qu'il existoit une grande terre au 
sud-est de Larice. Mais I'opinion qui faisoit tracer Ia c<'>te de l'Inde presque 
parallelement a l'equateur' persuadoit aux geographes d'Alexandrie que 
cette terre ne pouvoit point appartenir Ii· I'Inde, qu'elle devoit en �tre 
Mparee , et qu'elle ne pouvoit �tre que cette isle nommee Taprobane; 
aont ils avoient entendn parler. L'enfoncement du golfe de Cambaye, 
qui est au. midi ·.du Guierat, a pu leur paraltre le cominencement du 
detroit qu'ils savoient devoir separer ln Taprobane de l'Inde. L'esprit 
de syst�me ·leur a fait cantinner ce Mtroit jusqu'au golfe du Gange , A 
travers le continent; et des lors Ia pres'lu'isle occidentale de l'Inde, consi· 
deree comme une isle, a pu:�tre confondue avec Ceilan, lt laquel!e· an 
a donne toute l'etendue. que devoit avoir cette potclon de I'Asie. 

Si l'on remarque en effet· que Ia c6te de Malabar, pri� depuis !e cap 
Cornorio jusqu'a Surate, est de 7,Soa st<!des de 5oo an degre, on y're• 
connoltra Ia longueur precise que Ptolemee a donnee a Ia Taprobane. Le 
reste de Ia' rote· jusque Vers Cambaye devoit disparaltre dans son opinion. 
ainsi que dans celle d'Eratosth�es, pour faire place·au ptetendu dettoit 
qu'ils y suosrituoient. 

Ce detto!t est part1cu!ieremen� i'ndlqut\' diuu l'Iine pour rraverse1"_11 

publiee en 17S2, e) celle du major Rennell, 
pub!Ue en 1788. 

( 1) Antiquite goographique da l1n:de, 

pag. •48, Puu, t77S. t;l�pssemeno 
geograpfriques sur Ia c;ute ,dh"'';Jnde ,· p�g. 
109, PABrs, '753, 

Fig. 6 The page 135 ex
tracted from P.F.]. Gossel
lin 's "Geographie des Grecs 
analysee; ou les systemes 
d'Eratosthenes, de Strabon 
et de Ptolemee comparee 
entre eux et avec nos con
naissances modernes". 
Paris, Didot l'Aine, 1790. 

Gossellin, he amends the text to make it fit into his own interpretation. Are we to believe 
that the translator allowed hirnself these l iberties because that is what he wanted to read in 
Gossellin 's text? Or i s  i t  that he realized the inconsistency in the passage and wished to 
make i t  as comprehensible as  possible by an arbitrary choice of terms, even at the expense 
of the original sense? Given these two possible reasons, we may ask what was Gossell in's 
western peninsula (which becomes the opposite in the translator's reading)? In other 
words, what was the eastern peninsula which juxtaposed with the western in Gossellin's 
terminology? To answer this, we have to focus on the passage immediately preceding the 
above quotation from the same paragraph of Gossellin's commentary on Ptolemy: Les 
navigateurs qui partoient des bouches l'Indus, avec le projet de parcourir les cotes de l'Inde, 
avoient a traverser les deux golfes qui resserrent La presqu 'isle de Guzerat que l'on nommoit 
alors Larice. Ils trouvoient ensuite La cote de Malabar qui s'hendoit vers le midi, et il hoit 
impossible qu 'ils se trompassent sur cette direction20 (Fig. 6 ) .  

According to Gossellin, the navigators who left the mouths of the Indus to sail  along the 
coasts of India had to cross the two gulfs which enclose the peninsula of Gujarat. What fol
lows in this assumption is, as we have already seen in the passage cited by Gossell in's advo-
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cate, that to these navigators the " deep" embayment must have appeared as a strait- similar 
to the one which separates the southeastern flank of the Indian coast from the north
western coast of Ceylon with a spit of sand banks, shoals and a few s mall islands located in 
between.21 Did these navigators have to cross the Gulfs of Cutch and Cambay when sailing 
to or skirting India? Secondly, did the Gulf of Cambay appear to them as a very tempting 
short-cut taking them all the way across Deccan to the very mouths of the Ganges in a re
latively short stretch of time compared with the rather lengthly route involved in circum
navigating cape Comorin and Ceylon ? Thirdly, were they so blind and stupid as not to 
perceive that they were plunging headlong into a sailing course which was merely a chime
ra trapping their vessels in a cul-de-sac? Founhly, did they confound both Deccan and 
Ceylon and make Taprobane grander than it should be because this famous "deep embay
ment" in the Gulf of Cambay gives way to a true strait dislocating Deccan from its pas
sage? The gist of the argument of both GosseHin and his translator can be summarized in 
these questions, except for the latter's use of the Indian cosmographic concept of " island
continent" which seems to demand an answer altogerher different from that of Gossellin, if 
his vocabulary of orientation-finding is properly interpreted. Ir is here that we have to estab
lish just which part of the Indian subcontinent Gossellin is qualifying as la presqu 'isle occi
dentale de l 'Inde. If the navigators were to orient their course in the " deep" embayment of 
the Gulf of Cambay towards the make-believe Palk Strait22 to cross the Deccan, this 
western peninsula could only be the Peninsula of Gujarat, which is positioned thus in rela
tion of them. If this is Gossellin's supposition -in his particularly confusing commentary 

Fig. 7 The Great Western Rann and the Rann of Kutch with Kathiawar Peninsula and Gulf 
of Cambay. Detail from the "Indischer Ozean Arabisches Meer. Gwatar Bucht bis Dwarka ". 
Berlin, Reichs-Marine-Amt, 1907, Nr. 349 (Tit. IX Nr. 194). 
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on Ptolemy - and also because there are no other western peninsulae to  be  taken into con
sideration in the context of his commentary, it  would be the Peninsula of Kathiawar that 
they mistook for "a great southern island" and merged with Ceylon, attributing to i t  the 
entire extent of space that this portion of Asia ought to have covered (Fig. 7). 

This interpretation will almost without further consideration exclude "en bloc" the 
translator's qualification, "eastern peninsula" for, from the location of Cambay, the portion 
of India south of the Deccan could only appear to them more as a southern peninsula than 
an eastern one. If  the Deccan beyond the Vindhya Mountains (which run east-west) is 
what GosseHin really meant as La presqu 'isle occidentale de l'Inde even though he called it 
thus erroneously and was later corrected by his commentator, then we will be considering 
the question of how the ancient navigators perceived this part of India from both eastwards 
and southwards of the Gulf of Cambay. 

If we Iook at the depiction of India in Ptolemy's "Tabula Asiae X"  and follow Schwanz
berg's assumption, we would expect the Vindhya Mountains to appear on the bottom edge 
of the map where Ptolemy, supposedly believing in a Puranic notion of a dvipa, took Dak
sinapatha for a great southern island, truncated i t  with all its place-names along with their 
respective coordinates and fused i t  with the adjacent Taprobane without any recognition of 
the separateness of continental Deccan from that island. Instead, the Vindhya Mountains 
appear, though wide of the mark, roughly in the middle of the map of India, providing a 
general notion of the north-south and east-west configuration of the subcontinent. Al
though it presents a deformed and flattened lang coastline running "due" east-west, all the 
topographical names specifical ly of Indian relevance are enumerated therein with indica
tions plotting their respective latitude-longitude coordinates.23 But then Schwanzberg says, 
in any event, the surviving cosmographies indicate that dvlpas could be separated by moun
tain rang es as well as by intervening seas. 24 However this argument will not hold good; he 
cannot attribute to Ptolemy the dislocation of the region south of the Vindhya Mountains. 

Ptolemy was not a navigator. What we have therefore in his " India within the Ganges" is 
essentially a description of a country as it was then known to an astronomer cum mathe
matician working in Alexandria. Basing himself on geographical treatises, astronomical 
observations, works of previous writers, travel accounts, nautical manuals, and trading 
guides, the second-century mathematician lays down in his "Manual of Geography" a Iist 
of geographic coordinates meant for the visual reconstruction of the country he is describ
ing. In  the classification of regional descriptions, India occupies the "Tabula Asiae X "  
whose portrayal o f  the land within the Ganges i s  evidently much different from the usual 
configuration of the subcontinent. Ptolemy alone is held responsible for the form of India 
and Taprobane preserved in maps since Byzantine times. Now we turn our attention to the 
perceptions of navigators whose trading ventures brought them to the shores of I ndia and 
Ceylon. Strabo, living in the reign of Augustus and in that of Tiberis in 21 A.D., over a cen
tury prior to Ptolemy, writes that since the traffic of the Alexandrian merchants whose ves
sels travel up the Nile and Arabian Gulf are already sailing as far as India, these regions also 
have become far better known to us of to-day than to our predecessors.25 What is more, 
Strabo asserts that at any rate, he found as many as 1 20 ships sailing from Myos-Hormos to 
I ndia, although previously hardly any skipper would venture on such expeditions and 
trade with India. Travelling with the prefect of Egypt, Aelius Gallus, whom he accompa
nied ascending the Nile as far as the frontiers of Ethiopia, the eminent geographer from 
A masia could thus justly claim (" Geography", I I .  v. 12.) that he had become much better 
acquainted with the India trade carried on by merchants and ship-owners from Alexandria, 
the city-port where Ptolemy was to live and write his future " Guide to Geography" .  

Even though s o  many vessels were now engaged i n  India-bound sailing, Strabo casti-
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Fig. 8 The Gulf of Kutch, Detail from the "Indischer Ozean Arabisches Meer". Berlin, Reichs
Marine-Amt, 1907, Nr. 296 (Tit. IX Nr. 150). 

gates the skippers of his day departing from Egypt ro Tndia fot· the scantiness of rhe infor
mation that a geographer such as hirnself can glean from them. Moreover, he laments that 
these sailors are too ignorant and incompetent to write accounts of the places that they 
visit, not corresponding ro what a geographer l ike Strabo would earnestly expect from 
them. Nevertheless, he also does not fail ro remark that among those merchants of his day 
who sailed from Egypt ro India by way of the Nile and the Arabian Gulf there was seldom 
a sailor who undertook a voyage as far as the Ganges (" Geography", XV. iv.). This inciden
tal remark implies that there were hardly any sailors who reached their Gangetic destina
tion via the alleged Deccan Strait and that about 120 ships sailing ro India inevitably ended 
up in the cul-de-sac of a "deep embayment" without knowing where they were landing; 
they were unable ro tel! anybody properly of the whereabouts of their sailing ventures 
because they were too unqualified ro do so. Hundreds of these vessels must l1ave carried 
thousands of passengers, both ignorant and erudite, but it is probably wrong to assume, as 
GosseHin and his translator want us ro do, that these sea-going traders were too stupid to 
steer a course which made them enjoy an easy ride across a transcontinental sea-road with
out having any inkling for centuries of the countries that they were mistaking for one an
other (Fig. 8). 

As Strabo observed, among those who sailed to India, there must have been traders sole
ly interested in commercial gain, and less keen on gathering notions of the lie of countries 
which might be useful to geographers in Alexandria or elsewhere. However, to the detri
ment of the assumptions of GosseHin and his translator we do have the "Periplus Maris 
Erythraei",  a unique Greek source whose remarkable details of the marine morphology of 
the Gulfs of Cutch and Cambay and of the geo-topography of river mouths, ports of the 
Indian seaboard, including the immediate hinterland, enable us to discard the assumption 
that the navigators consistently confused a gulf with a strait. What is more, Gossellin, who 
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cites this seafarer's handbook elsewhere in the same work where he ponders over the 
undue largeness of the surface of Taprobane and the disrupted configuration of India, 
s imply ignored its relevance, which is indispensable for any serious discussion about the 
ancient geography of India and Ceylon. Ironically enough this is what Gossellin wrote: 
[ . . .  ] As Ptolemy does not provide the means to reestablish the first part of this coast, it would 
be impossible to decipher it without the aid of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea erroneous
ly attributed to Arrian. The author sailing down the coast gives the distance of places in 
navigational days. It is he who will guide us in the examination that we will undertake 
having given the first description that the Creeks appear to have had of these areas.26 Gos
sellin's commentator, too, seems to have turned a blind eye to the contributions (e.g. the 
map [a] entitled "Western Knowledge of and Trade with South Asia lst-3rd Centuries, 
A .D."  in Plate 111. C. 5) that he edited, where not only the PME's relevance to the ancient 
geography of the region but also the presence of Peninsular India in Ptolemy's " India 
intragangem" or " India cis gangem" distinct from the island of Taprobane are alluded to 
more than onceY The next part of our study is concerned with the PME as a description of 
the Indian maritime Iandscape setting out from the mouths of the Indus and sailing along 
the Deccan up to the northwest passage between Ceylon and India, Iandmarks crucially 
l inked with the formulation of the assumptions both of Gossellin and his translator. 

What is remarkable for our purpose i n  this sai ling-manual-cum-trade-directory intend
ed for the merchants doing business with India, is the thoroughness with which this 
Greek-speaking merchant from Roman Egypt, who evidently sailed in person, imparts to 
others his knowledge of the Indian Iandscape covering the very area that GosseHin and his 
commentator claimed was grossly misunderstood by the ancient navigators or geo
graphers . The occurrence of Indian place names, both coastal and hinterland with distances 
from one another, along with their itemized products to be bought by the visiting traders, 
are detailed in such a matter-of-fact style and with an insight which can only be inspired by 
an authentic mercantile interest. This drives home our argument, opposed to Gossellin, 
that the India trade carried on by the Graeco-Egyptians and Romans was inseparably asso
ciated with the knowledge of the country to whose folk they were bringing wares to sell 
and with whom they were doing business. Without the understanding of the terrain, as 
many as a hundred and twenty vessels (Strabo, II. v. 1 3) would not have the temerity to 
undertake expeditions to a country some thousands of miles away from their home ports, 
the distance over which a skipper carrying oriental goods might be called upon to sail from 
Myos Hormos to Barygaza being roughly 2820 nautical miles.28 Let us follow what this 
navigator, writing the PME for the benefit of his fellow skippers, has to say while 
approaching the mouths of the Indus, which he calls Sinthos. With the addition of the typi
cal Greek suffix -os, this is an attempt at transliteraring the Sanskrit Sindhu.Z9 It is s ignifi
cant that this Sinthos is the point of departure for Gossellin's ancient navigators who will 
be heading to the Gulf of Cambay cul-de-sac. GosseHin seemed convinced that he had 
mapped out an extraordinary solution to this issue when he wrote the following commen
tary on the Ptolemaic representation of India: The navigators departing from the mouths of 
the Indus with the intention of sailing along the coasts of India had to cross the two gulfs 
which enclose the Gujarat Peninsula, which at that time they called Larice. Then they 
found the Malabar Coast spreading southwards, and it was impossible that they could have 
mistaken this direction. All information should have revealed that there existed a !arge 
[extent of] land to the south-east ofLarice. However, the view which made them delineate 
the coast of India almost parallel to the equator persuaded the geographers of Alexandria 
that this land could certainly not have belonged to India, that it had to be separate, and that 
it could only have been the island called Taprobane, ab out which they had heard. 30 
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Fig. 9 West and Northwestern Coast of India. Detail from the "International chart of the 
Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea ". Hydrographer of the Navy. Taunton, 1986, Chart Series 4705. 
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What were the perceptions of the western seaboard of India by navigators whose views 
Gossellin thinks !end weight to his conjectures? The historical evidence at our disposal is 
meagre. We do however have the " Periplus Maris Erythraei" .  The author of this work was 
both experienced and knowledgeable in coastal and open sailing across the ocean between 
the Red Sea and India. Although the geographical coverage he provides in his description 
devoted to trade with India spans from the mouths of the Indus to that of the Ganges and 
beyond, from a sailor's vamage point he privileges hirnself as an eyewitness only for the 
sector of India's western maritime coast. However, from a mercham's point of view his 
guide book covers both sectors i ncluding the hinterland consisti.ng of India's eastern and 
western maritime board. The description of the " Periplus Maris Erythrae i "  that we follow, 
therefore, helps us navigate cautiously in the troubled waters of these assumptions and 
orient ourselves in a course we choose to sail along wirb Gosseil in and see how this ancient 
navigator perceived the lie of the land of maritime India starting at the mouths of the Indus, 
the point of departure of Gossellin's conjectures. A rough outline of the northwest seg
ment of the Indian coast Stretching from Karachi to Bombay appears on a modern map as 
two trumpet shaped embayments- the upper being smaller and the lower being greater
flanking a profi le resembling a rhinoceros head wh.ich juts out into the open sea (Fig. 9). 

On leaving the I ndus, the navigator of the " Periplus" pilots us towards the Gulf called 
Barake31 which encloses seven islands in its bosom. Beyond the river Sinthus there is an
other gulf running in toward the north called Eirinon.32 As the gulf cannot be easily seen, 
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he describes its morphology by dividing it into two principal segments, namely the Great 
and the Linie, making us conscious both of their shoals and eddies violently extending far 
out into the sea from the shore and capable of wrecking or sinking vessels which unwarily 
approach it. His description, even though at times summarily sketched, imparts a hint of 
oceanography, thus revealing a sense of perception only to be had by an experienced sailor: 
in both parts [ of the gulf] the water is shallow, with shifting sandbanks occurring continual
ly and a great way frorn the shore (§ 40). He then cautions us to observe a species of !arge, 
black serpents floating about in the water as a sign of approaching this bay, so that the pru
dent navigator, by altering his course and keeping out to sea can avoid the imminent risk of 
being carried away, this being the only chance of escape. Not only are we sufficiently 
warned of the risks involved in approaching mindlessly the treacherous gulf- a pointless 
crossing thereby being excluded- but also the morphology of the shape and orientation of 
the trumpet-shaped inlet of the Arabian Sea is outlined, so as to be useful to another navi
gator who has a fair nation of the area at bis disposal. Moreover, he also proceeds to de
scribe the coastal feature of the overhanging promontory of the Gulf of Cutch that curves 
first towards the east, then southwards, and then to the west engulfing the islands wirhin it. 
We are fortunate in having this eyewitness description of the first of the two gulfs which 
Gossellin wanted to assume was necessary for navigators to cross when sailing along the 
coast of India. 

In the description that follows, one can see the amazement of the navigator upon expe
riencing the havoc caused by the tidal range and velocity generared by the southwest mon
soon wind. He captures and recreates the effect this maritime atmosphere had upon him 
with a rare touch of elegant literary prose. On departing the mouths of the Indus, convinc
ed of the uselessness of crossing the gulf, our navigator of the " Periplus" prudently coun
sels others to avoid this dangeraus Gulf of Barake, which surges with vast and rnighty 
billows, and where the sea, tossing in violent cornrnotion, forrns eddies and irnpetuous 
whirlpools in every direction. The bottarn varies, presenting in places sudden shoals, in 
others being scabrous with jagged rocks, so that when in anchor grounds its cable it is either 
at once cut through, or soon broken by friction at the bottarn (§ 40).33 The able sailor would 
possess the talent to utilize effectively something that might have been a banal weather 
forecast-like observation of a coastal pilot chart. Mistaking a gulf for a strait and thereby 
compounding countries situated apart is something far removed from what we can possib
ly conceive of. He thus not only ridicules but also repudiates Gossellin's assumption which 
presumably obliges navigators to cross the first gulf. Contrary to Gossellin's assumption of 
crossing the gulf, he warns us to shun it precisely because of its calamitous possibilities. We 
are now conducted by the "Periplus "  towards the second gulf. Does the navigator who 
pilots us in the present course believe he has to cross this gulf which squeezes the Kathia
war Peninsula? This is the very gulf that Gossellin assumed must have appeared to early 
navigators as a strait extending all the way up to the Ganges. 

As we are on the spot now, Iet us follow the navigator of the "Periplus" and see how he, 
while charting his course, perceives the situation of the gulf. First, the distance along the 
coast from Barbarikon34 on the middle mouth of the Indus to the promontory of Papike 
projecting into the gulf of Cambay opposite the Barygaza on the mainland is stated as 3000 
stades35 (§ 41 ). Then from the promontory of Pa pike our navigator points out another gulf 
exposed to the violence of the waves and Stretching beyond Papike northward into the 
interior of the country thus forming  a deep inlet withdrawn from the open sea. A great 
river, the Mais identified as the Mahi36, pours forth into this "other gulf" which contains an 
island called Baiones [the modern Peram] at its mouth. At this point, without saying a 
word about sai l ing into the innermost part of the northern segment of the gulf which he 
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Fig. 10 The Gulf oJCambay with Broach (Barygaza) on the Narbada River. Detail from the 
"Indische1· Ozean Westküste von Vorderindien, Dwarka bis Kap Comorin ". Berlin, Reichs
Marine-Amt, 1909, Nr. 350 (Tit. IX Nr. 196). 
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calls another gulf, he specifically states that navigators leave this island of Baiones on the 
left as they cross over from Astakapra37 (near the promontory of Papike) to Barygaza. 
What our sailor here perceives as another gulf is  neither really separate nor even distinct 
from the Gulf of Cambay, which our author calls the Gulf of Barygaza, but only the north
ern segment of it. The distinction of the two segments in the same gulf does matter a great 
deal because it is the perception of a sailor at sea. This perception of the physical geography 
of the gulf does not leave any room for a strait imagined by an armchair geographer. So the 
navigators pass across this northern segment at its meeting point with the southern seg
ment where, the " Periplus" skipper informs us, its width is about 300 stades (§ 42). 

The gulf being narrowest at this point, the navigator clearly points out that it is necessary 
to leave behind the island on the left. This the navigator does until it is scarcely visible to 
him on the horizon in order to shape his course east and to sail straight into the very mouth 
of the river Narmada that Ieads the sailor to Barygaza rown. This was the great centre of 
commerce of India in the author's day. The river Oll the banks of which Barygaza is situat
ed, which our author calls Lamnaios, is identifiable from the typical Greek suffix of -os 
added to the Hellellistic recasting of the Sanskr it term Narmada.38 Let us remember that 
the navigator, with whom we embarked upon this guided tour, is not interested in sailing 
into the innermost northern segment of the Gulf of Cambay. Apparently i t  does not attract 
him, perhaps because there is nothing to buy or sell there or simply sailing to that place was 
uninteresting. Yet he knows the name of the river which this other gulf receives at its head. 
That concludes rhe northern segment. The assumption of an alleged strait in that direction 
i s  out of the question. He also knows that i t  suffices to sai l  to Barygaza where the merchan
dise from the entire region is available. 

Barygaza interests him passionately. Hence the detailed descriptioll it entails. What con
cerns us here is to follow his interest in steering  his vessel across the gulf. He knows the 
distance from the mourhs of the lndus to the promontory of Pa pike, rhis being rhe shortest 
stretch of the gulf crossing. He also knows the Iandmark of the island to find his bearings, 
and then to set upon the course and hit on the mouth of the river. Both the names of the 
emporium and the river bank on which the city is located (§ 44) are familiar to him. The 
term Barygaza is his way of transliteraring the Sanskrit Bharukaccha39, the present day 
Bharoch near the mouth of the Narmada River. He is no stranger to these places. We can 
make the assumption that this navigator was a trader, or a skipper working for a shipowner 
based on the Red Sea who sent out his crew for business in distant India. He knows per
fectly the approximate distance that he has to sail at various points of relaying. Taking the 
mouth of the river of Narmada (Fig. 1 0) as a strait leading to the mouths of the Ganges, a 
terminal diametrically opposed Oll the other s ide of the subcontillent, is mere conjecture. 
Of course, at the end of bis circumnavigation, he describes in less precise terms the way 
leading to the river near Chryse called the Ganges, the greatest of all the rivers in India 
(§ 63)40 and beyond as being a long way off from the southernmost places on the mainland 
where he has been himself. Although from hearsay, he specifically indicates that it is only 
by conveyance over land via Bactria that Thina exports silk floss, yarn, and cloth to 
Barygaza (§ 64) and not by ship on an alleged strait. 

However, in the part of his book where the it inerary leading in that direction is sketched, 
instead of northeast as i t  should be, he heads east with the ocean an the right and sailing 
outside past the remaining parts to the left (PME § 63) i n  order to reach the Gangetic termi
nal, conducting a sailor past Cape Comorin which he calls Komar. What the navigator of 
the "Periplus" bimself knows, it would seem, ends there. Although he correctly conceives 
the southward slant of the western coast up to Cape Comorin, which forms the real extrem
ity of the Peninsular India, he supposes it to retain this same direction weil past Comorin 
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Fig. 11 Adam's Bridge separating the Gulf of Mannar from the Palk Bay and the Palk Strait. 
Detail from the "Indischer Ozean Vorder-lndien Maledivien bis Ceylon". Berlin, Reichs-Ma
rine-Amt, 1909, Nr. 351 (Tit. IX N1: 198). 
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extending as far as Kolkboi near Tutikorin on tbe Coromandel Coast. Proionging sti l l 
more tbe western coast considerably to tbe soutb, he does mention the fact that the Strand, 
bordering a bay with inland, a region named Argaru, comes after Kolkboi and most of tbe 
vessels bound for soutbern ports continue on to this Strand (§ 5 1 ) .  Tbis Statement togetber 
with the designation Aigialos, used as if it was a place name, adds support to tbe conjecture 
that here was normally tbe termination of the run for Western vessels .41 Clearly tbe autbor, 
having no access to firstband information, does not give tbe distance in navigational days to 
enable us to locate tbe Strand unambiguously. He usually does provide such distances 
whenever he is knowledgeable in such matters. However, not once does the navigator give 
the sligbtest hint that this Strand might be a strait cutring short the journey to tbe far-flung 
mouths of the Ganges from Barygaza. 

Although it is uncertain to what part of the coast bis renn Aigialos specifically refers, 
presumably the Strand designates the Indian side of the shore of the Gulf of Mannar at its 
head (Fig. 1 1  ) . The curvature of this Gulf in its northern part is bounded by tbe Indian 
headland Dhanuskodi - wbich Ptolemy called Kory regarding it as the most downward 
looking projection of India towards the south - and Mannar Island with its continuation of 
a string of islands and sboals that rise above the Ievel of the ocean. This shallow sea of 
Palk's Bay that separates continental India from the insular Ceylon is, for our navigator, as 
removed and far-fetched as the assumption of Gossellin who wishfully confused a gulf 
with a strait, when they lie coastwise more than 2200 miles apart from one another (from 
Barygaza to Ceylon 1 000 miles and from Ceylon to Ganges 1 200-1250 miles).42 Thus Gos
sell in's conjecture falls apart, leaving behind in this commentary the vestiges of the Iongest 
transcontinental strait ever imagined by a geographer. 

Now we revert to the Gulf of Cambay wbich our navigator thus divided horizontally 
into two segments, the southern one running obliquely from the entrance of the gulf up to 
the is land of Baiones near Papike on the eastern shore of the Peninsula of Kathiawar and 
then running horizontally to the moutb of the Narmada River on the western shore of the 
mainland. This gulf has a breadth of about 300 stades and the navigators sail up this seg
ment when heading for Barygaza, tbe greatest centre of commerce on the wesrern seaboard 
of India, situated on the river Lamanaios (§ 42). What he thus names is but a Hellenized 
rendering of Narmada which Ptolemy called the Namades in his " Geography'' (VII, 1 .  
§ 3 1  ) .43 As was the case with the first of the two gulfs, the Gulf of Cutch, his approach to 
understanding tbe morphology of the second, the Gulf of Cambay, is very similar to a 
modern pilot chart. The only difference here is that the hydrography, the velocity of winds 
and currents - in a word the entire maritime scene depicted- is all sufficiently verbalized, 
conveying in a nutshell all that one has to keep in mind when sailing tbese waters. What he 
observes with his own eyes graphically portrays what would essentially characterize a 
modern coastal pilot chart. Our skipper forewarns those navigators who approach the gulf 
of Barygaza from the ocean of the risks their vessels may encounter by being carried either 
to tbe right or to tbe left of the gulf. He emphasizes the narrowness of the passage which 
gives access to the gulf and recommends that they keep to the left passage shunning the one 
on the right at the very entrance to the gulf, for it is beset with rocks. Having indicated the 
safer course, he proceeds to alert them again about the dangeraus narrow strip of shoal at 
rhe entrance to the gulf itself. He knows it by rhe name Herone and locates it facing the vil
lage which he calls Kamm6ni on the mainland. Also he draws their attenrion to avoiding 
rhe Pap ike promontory and the bad anchorage there. This is because of tbe violence of cur
rents in tbe area and the sharpness of the rocks at the bottom of the sea which may cause 
damage to the cables, rendering the anchoring unsafe (§ 43 ). 

All this may be necessary and helpful to a sailor who finds bimself in the gulf waters. He 
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moves on to another crucial indication concerning the approach to the mouth of the river 
i tself which Ieads to Barygaza. Barygaza, the coveted destination after all the hardships 
undertaken du ring this perilous and long journey now l ies upstream about 300 stades away 
from the river mouth. He makes the pilots of the incoming ships conscious of the absence 
of a Iandmark or a coastal profile to identify the Barygaza land until they are upon it. He 
pinpoints thereby the difficult task the sailor encounters in making out the mouth of the 
river while still at sea. Again, even if safe passage to the mouth has been achieved, the jour
ney is not over, for the mindful sailor has to watch out for the presence of the sand banks 
that hinder access (§ 4 3 ).44 W hat immediately follows (§ 44) after this passage of instruc
tions to amateur skippers, is a description of a piloting service which offers "on tow" 
manoeuvres for the incoming ponderous vessels with a view of obviating the above hard
ships and facilitating the navigation. A crew of local fishermen appointed for this special 
purpose is stationed at the very entrance to the gulf. Having at their disposal a fleet of well
eguipped boats called Trappaga and Kotymba, these pilots go up the coast a long way as far 
as Syrastrene in searcb of incoming vessels to conduct tbem safely to the Stations already 
forseen for this purpose. Taking advantage of tbe tide of the river this crew of pilots then 
rows the cumbersome vessels into suitable anchorages and into basins which are the deeper 
places in the river stretching as far as the emporium of Barygaza.45 W hat he depicts bere 
reminds us of harbour masters, pilot boats, berths, docks, quays, ferries and wharfs of the 
present-day facilities that the local port authorities provide for incoming foreign ships 
engaged in regular maritime affairs. 

This crew of native fishermen affering their local know-how in manoeuvring foreign 
vessels in familiar waters is very much in keeping wirb the maritime practices of port cities. 
Our Greek-speaking navigator seems tboroughly knowledgeable about this pilot service 
and might luve even availed hirnself of such facilities, for the way he speaks of these serv
ices inspires confidence. Even though our author seems an experienced longdistance skip
per, for the sake of trade and profit he has no hesitation whatsoever in purring his faith into 
the hands of Indian fishermen in crossing the treacherous Gulf of Barygaza and in entering 
the river mouth. Notwithstanding the exhaustiveness of the instructions offered to his fel
low sailors, the author goes so far as to describe the catastrophic nature of the high tide in 
the river about Barygaza in such vivid details, that it is regrettable if we do not quote § 46 at 
full length. lt is the only instance in the entire book where the author d isplays an unprece
dented literary skill revealing the intensity of bis observation- both detached and intimate 
at the same time - : This is the reason why ships frequenting this emporium are exposed, 
both in coming and going, to great risk [if handled by tbose who are unacquainted with tbe 
navigation of the gulf or visit it for the first time] since the impetuosity of anchors cannot 
hold against it. Large vessels, moreover, if caught in it are driven athwart from their course 
by the rapidity of the current till they are stranded on shoals and wrecked, while the smaller 
craft are capsized, and many that have taken refuge in the side channels, being left dry by 
the receding tide, turn over on one side, and, if not set erect on props, are filled upon the 
return of the tide with the very first head of the flood, and sunk. But at new moons, especi
ally when they occur in conjunction with a night tide, the flood sets in with such extraordi
nary violence that on its beginning to advance, even though the sea be calm, its roar is heard 
by those living near the river's mouth, sounding like the tumult of battle heard far off, and 
soon after the sea with its hissing waves bursts over the bare shoals. 46 

Here is the example of a real navigator very much concerned with tbe phenomena asso
ciated wirb nature and the geograpby of a given place in a particular country of his inrerest. 
He beholds with amazement what happens in front of bis eyes. The following is the coun
terpart of that example which illustrates tbe preoccupations of an armchair geographer 
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Fig.  12 The Peninsular India and the Island of Ceylon with the Sea of Arabia in the foreground 
and the Gulf of Bengal in the background. Satellite image taken by Gemini 11 in September 1966 
from an altitude of 800 km. Courtesy of Carl Zeiss, überkochen. 

resulting in an occasional outburst of absurdities: The embayment of the Gulf of Cambay, 
which is to the south of Gujarat, could have appeared to them as the beginning of the strait 
which they knew should separate Taprobane from India. Their way of reasoning made 
them follow the strait up to the Gulf of the Ganges, across the continentY Need we say 
more to dernarrstrate that to our navigator the gulf did not appear at all as a beginning of an 
imaginary strait ?  Guided by local pilots, our author's reasoning does not make him steer 
his vessel in the Gulf Strait short-cut up to the Gulf of the Ganges, but to a safe berth in the 
Narmada river. Gossel l in's The western Peninsula of India, instead of being considered as 
an island by an imaginary navigator, - that is the Greek speaking sailor from Roman Egypt, 
- very probably set out from Myos Hormos on the Red Sea and having sailed across the 
Arabian Sea and part of the Indian Ocean has this to say about the configuration of that 
part of India which he i s  visiting: From Barugaza the coast immediately adjoining stretches 
from the north directly to the south, and the country is therefore called Dakhinabades, 
because Dakhan in the language of the natives signifies south (§ 50).48 As we shall see this 
Dakhinabades signifies much more than merely the Southern Land because its interpreta-
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tion will enable the navigator not only to indicate the circumnavigabil i ty of India bounded 
by sea on the west and the east but also to delineate its peninsular form (Fig. 1 2) .  

The author of the "Periplus", having pointed out to his fellow skippers the significance 
of the word for south in the language of the inhabitants, distinctly recognizes the configu
ration of the coast immediately beyond Barygaza running from north to south. The fami
liarity with the language of the country, even if this might have been superficial, is just the 
bit of perception needed to orient the course unambiguously southwards. Notwithstand
ing, having thus unhesitatingly set upon the southward course, he p rovides yet another 
remarkable degree of familiarity with the lie of the land beyond, towards the east, where 
there is no sign whatever of some dubious strait. Instead, he perceives the hinterland 
beyond the region of Barygaza as containing many barren Iands, mountains, fauna and 
many populous nations Stretching all the way across that part of Subcontinent up to the 
Ganges. Having given this valuable insight as to the interior, the navigator returns to the 
coast in order to enumerate the local ports of call that deserve the attention of his fellow 
sailors. 

There again he reiterates the name of Dachinabades, the region in which he situates two 
other trading centres, namely Paithana and the !arge city of Tagara that stands out most 
from the point of view of commerce. From Barygaza to Paithana the distance is given in 
twenty navigational days in the direction of the south. From Paithana the travelling 
distance is given as ten days to Tagara, located to the east of the form er (§ 5 1 ). These direc
tions of sailing or travelling are of major importance to our study, for they reveal the mode 
of perception of the navigator with regard to the localities and their bearings. We need not 
dwell upon the trading items that he lists, but we cannot afford to ignore the sweeping esti
mate of the total voyaging distance of 7000 stades which the author gives as far as Limy
rike, assuming a general direction from north to south. While listing three more local ports 
of Dachinabades that lie in a row; namely, Akkabaru, Suppara and Kall iena, the navigator 
makes yet another valuable allusion to hindrances that the Greek ships encounter when 
they by chance sail into these ports, owing to im proper activities of rival local groups vying 
with one another to wield power over trade carried out in these places.49 Greek ships 
whose misfortunes led them to these places are conducted back to Barygaza under guard to 
berths under close surveillance. Barygaza too appears as a place to which the Greek vessels 
are brought under escon, but not as a place to which they sail headlong, assuming it to be a 
strait leading all the way to the Ganges across the Subcontinent. In this allusion to Greek 
ships, we may think of other skippers plying these coastal stretches just  as in the case of the 
author of the "Periplus ". 

How much Ptolemy too relied on the information such sailors brought back to Alex
andria is shown in the following passage. It shows how Ptolemy makes use of such infor
mation to rectify the errors of Marinos the Tyrian geographer who situates Simylla50, a sea
pon and an emporium in India, funher west not only than Cape Komari, but even than the 
river Indus: But according to the unanimous testimony both of those who have sailed from 
us to those places and have for a lang time frequented them, and also of those who have 
come from thence to us, Simylla, which by the people of the country is called Timoula, lies to 
the south of the river, and not also to west of them. From the same informants we have also 
learned other particulars regarding India and its different provinces, and its remote parts as 
far as the Golden Khersonese and onward thence to Kattigara. In sailing thither, the voy
age, they said, towards east, and in returning towards the west, but at the same time they 
acknowledged that the period which was occupied in making these voyages was neither 
fixed nor regular (Cap. 1 7. §§ 3, 4, 5).5 1 Returning now to the skipper of the " Periplus" who 
might have been one among those innumerable sailors whose knowledge of India must 
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Fig. 13 Detail of the Peutinger table, the late-Roman itinerary map, segment XI. Courtesy 
of the Austrian National Library, Vienna. 

have been put to service of a geographer l ike Ptolemy, we encounter yet another instance of 
the mention of Greek shipping at Muziris. Now known as the Cranganore52 on the Mala
bar Coast, the ancient port of Muziris shared its distinction along with another key port, 
Nelkynda, about 500 stad es away from the former, and partly owed its prosperity to Greek 
merchants from Roman Egypt whose arriving there with gold and departing with pepper 
was praised in a Tamil poem of the 2nd to 3 rd century A.D.53 Moreover there is at Muziris 
a temple dedicated to Augustus depicted on the section 5 of segment XI of the so-called 
"Tabu Ia Peutingeriana"5\ a Roman itinerary map of the 2nd century, in a copy dated to the 
4th century, thus presupposing the presence of a significant colony of foreign traders, a fact 
inherently probable wherever any !arge number of citizens of the Empire were gathered 
together.55 Such an important allusion to Greek shipping on the west coast of South India, 
corroborated further by the "Templum Augusti " on the "Peutinger Table" which also 
depicts the insula Taprobane off the continental Lymirice corresponding to the Malabar 
Coast (Fig. 1 3),  does not leave us with any doubt as to the perception these navigators had 
of the configuration of peninsular lndia. 

The India trade of Roman Egypt reached such a height that sailors had to search for 
shorter routes to reach southern India ports leaving directly from Kane or from the Fro
rnontory of Spices in Arabia and voyaging across the ocean under sails bypassing the 
treacherous gulfs. This is due, our skipper says, to the discovery of a new route over open 
water by a ship captain named Hippalos who, successfully plotting the location of the 
ports of trade and the configuration of the sea, blazed the trail to India (§ 57). Although 
formerly these navigators used to sai l over in small vessels and skirt the curves of the afore
mentioned gulfs, the coastal sailing described by the skipper of the "Periplus", they now 
hold out with the wind on the quarter for most of the way and reach Barygaza in only three 
days. Carried along by the same wind they improvise rhe rest of the run on their own pro-



Fig. 14 India and Tapro
bane according to the 
"Periplus of the Erythrean 
Sea " as reconstructed by 
George Coedes, in the 
"Textes d'auteurs grecs et 
latins relatifs a l' Extreme
Orient". Paris, E. Lemux, 
1910, sketch-map entitled 
"l'Inde et !'Extreme-Orient 
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per course and reach South Indian pons. Although Pliny does not attribute the discovery 
of this seasonal wind from rhe direction of the ocean to Hippalos, he does mention it as the 
native name of this west wind, thus buttressing the Statement of our navigator's claim of a 
safer and quicker route to far-flung South Indian ports.56 

Pliny too refers to the coastal roure customarily followed for a long time in steering for 
the Indian harbour of Sigerus and in support of what rhe navigator of the "Periplus" claimed 
for the ship captain Hippalos, adds, until a m erchant discovered a shorter raute, and the 
desire for gain brought India nearer; indeed, the voyage is made every year (N.H. VI. xxvi . 
10 1  )Y N ow that the reliable knowledge of the whole of the voyage from Egypt is available 
for the first time, Pliny, thinking thar it would not be amiss to set out the whole itinerary, is 
nonetheless appalled at the drain of wealth this new impetus given to India trade is causing 
to Rome: It is an important subject in view of the fact that in no year does India absorb less 
than fifty million sesterces of our empire 's wealth, sending back merchandise to be sold 
among us at a hundred times its prime cost (N.H. VI. xxvi. 101).58 If rhe Hippalos is b low
ing, Pliny continues, the most advantageaus way of sailing to Muziris, the first port of trade 
in India, is to set out from Cella and it is a 40 days' voyage (N.H. VI. xxvi. 104) .59 Muziris is 
just the port on the Malabar Coast rhat our navigator described above as flourishing and to 
whose prosperity Greek shipping contributes. 

Concurring with the navigator of the " Periplus", Pliny rhen sets forth all that concerns 
the India trade stating that every year a fleet is despatched, carrying on board companies of 
archers, since the Indian seas are much infested by pirates. Nor will a description of the 
whole voyage from Egypt tire the reader, since now for the first time correct information 
regarding it has been made public (N.H. VI. xxvi. 104 ). lt is in vain that we Iook for evidence 
that these navigators, making voyages every year, were going astray in a gulf rhinking that 
they were crossing the strait that separates the southeast flank of peninsular India from the 
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Fig. 1 5  Roman M erchant Ship, 1st Century A .D. Tomb of Naevoleia Tyche, Pompeii. (After 
Lionel Casson, Ships and Seafaring in ancient times, 1 994) 

neighbouring island of Taprobane. To rhis Taprobane our navigator will d igress in a while, 
still heading on his southbound course, in order to deliver to us his valuable perceptions. 
Once this is done, we shall know how this part of Asia of GosseHin would have appeared to 
him: [ . . . ] with the course by now turning off towards the east, there projects due west into 
the ocean an island now called Palaisimundu, but by its ancient [inhabitants Taprobane 
[ . . .  ]] It extends up to the part of Azania that lies opposite to it (§ 6 1 ).60 

The skipper's fairly detailed description and careful observations of the coastline of 
western India evidently give way only to hearsay with regard to his geographical percep
tion of the island of Taprobane which he designates by its newer name Palaisimoundou. 
Obviously not having sailed in person in rhese waters he deflects the orientation of the 
island lengthwise and thus overstretches i t  so far westward as almost to reach Azania on 
the eastern coast of Africa. This Azania that he mentions in paragraphs 1 5  and 16 as a coun
try included wirhin the personal experience of his sailing in the African routes has been 
connected with the Arabic writers' Zanj which forms the first element of Zanzibar (6° 1 0' S, 
39°1 1 '  E).61 Ceylon, pear-shaped, broadening to the south, actually lies between 5°55' and 
9°5 1 '  north latitude and the meridians 79°43' and 8 1  °53' east longitude. Oriented north
south, its circumference is about 900 miles, resulting in a surface area of 25,48 1 square 
miles. Its real extreme length from north to south, from Point Palmyra to Dondra Head, is 
270 miles; its greatest breadth, from Colombo on the west coast to Sangaman Kanda on the 
east is 1 40 miles. The sailing distances from Colombo to Zanzibar (N.E. Monsoon) and 
from Colombo to Djibouti are 2606 miles and 22 1 7  miles respectively62 whereas the great
est breadth of Ceylon is, as we have seen, not much more than 1 40 miles. However, carry-
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ing the west coast of Ceylon a long way beyond its actual direction, the skipper conceives 
the island as a vaguely enormaus land mass lying right across the Erythraean Sea, vast 
enough to adjoin the African continent which has very litt!e to do with this part of Asia of 
Gossellin. By giving this excessive extension, the author is merely perpetuating the com
mon extravagant misconceptions of the island's shape and position of his time for we have 
strong assurance, from Strabo who, making it to be no less than Britain (Il. V. 32) states that 
Taprobane is a !arge island in the open sea which lies off India to the south. It stretches 
lengthwise in the direction of Ethiopia for more than five thousand stadia, as they say 
(" Geography", II. I. 1 4). 

The navigator on the one hand and the geographer on the other do not stand alone, 
however, in making this stupendaus mistake. For Pliny the Eider, the celebrated Roman 
encyclopaedist, while acknowledging the fact that the age and achievements of Alexander 
the Great made it clear that it is an island, recalls that Taprobane, under the name of the 
'Land of the Antichthones', was lang regarded as another world (N.H. VI. xxii .  24).63 Here 
in this hindsight Pliny is at one with Pomponius Mela who manifests ambiguity as to 
whether he should consider Taprobane a !arge island or the commencement of another 
world.64 Thus it appears from the time of the early accounts, that there was a tendency 
among Greek and Roman writers to exaggerate its dimensions greatly. As these exaggera
tions persisted long among them, it appears to have been the practice of the geographers of 
classical tim es to adopt these dimensions as actually established paradigms (Fig. 1 4  ) .  
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D i e  tatsac h e n o r i e n t i e rte Beschre i b u n g  e i n e s Seeweges nach 
I n d i e n  u n d  Ceyl o n  von e i n e m  g ri ec h i s c h e n  H a n d e l s s c h i ffs kap i tän 
a u s  d e m  röm i s c h e n  Ägypte n 

Zusammenfass u ng 

F ü r  d i e  Ve rsorg u n g  d e r  m itte l meer ischen We i t  m i t  d e n  b e g e h rten Schätzen d e s  Fer
n e n  Oste n s  war b e re i ts i n  d e r  Ant i ke e i n e  fu n kt i o n ierende reg e l mäßige Sch iffahrt 
nach I n d i e n  u n d  Ceyl o n  vorh a n d e n .  Trotz d i e s e r  Ve rb i n d u n g e n  h e rrschten aber a u c h  
bei  den fü h re n d e n  Köpfe n d e r  damal igen Geog ra p h i e  w i e  z . B .  Strabon ( 6 4  v.C h r. -
2 1  n . C h r.) u n d  Pto l e m a i o s  (ca. 1 00 - 1  70 n . C h r. ) ,  d i e  b e i d e  auf jede Mög l ic h keit  z u r  
Ke n ntn i s e rweite ru n g , etwa d u rc h  Befrag u n g  von R e i s e n d e n , z u rückgriffe n ,  weit von 
der W i r k l i c h ke i t  abwe i c h e n d e  Vo rste l l u n g e n ü b e r  Gestalt ,  Au s d e h n u n g  und geogra
p h i sche Lag e I n d i e n s .  A u s  fast de rse l be n Ze it , n ä m l i c h  d e r  zweiten Hälfte d e s  e rsten 
nachch ri stl i c h e n  J ah rh u nd e rts , ist nun aber e ine Segelanwe i s u n g  fü r g r i e c h i sch-rö m i 
sche Navigatoren e rhalte n , d i e  recht ge naue Ku rsvo rsch r iften e n thält u n d  weite re 
E inze l h e iten ü b e r  d e n  i nd i s c h e n  Su bkont inent  m itte i l t ,  soweit  es fü r den Seefa h re r  
u n d  Kaufm a n n  i ntere ssant  war: E s  handelt  s i c h  u m  d e n  sogenannten »Peri p l u s  Maris  
Eryt h raei«,  d ie  »Sege lvorsch r ift fü r das Eryt h rä i s c h e  M e e r (= den I nd i schen Ozean)«. 

Um das P ro b l e m  zu ve rd e ut l ichen : Ptole maios besch re i bt I n d i e n  u nter erh e b l ic h e r  
Ve rkürz u n g  d e r  N o rd-Sü d-Erstrec k u n g ,  g i bt aber a n d e rerseits  Ceylon (Sri Lanka), d a s  
d a m a l s  Tap robane g e n a n n t  w u rde , kont i n entgro ße A b m e s s u n g e n  b i s  w e i t  ü b e r  d e n  
Äq uator n a c h  S ü d e n .  D iesem klas s i s c h e n  geogra p h i s c h e n  Konzept steht i m  » Per i 
p lus« e i n e  tats ac h e n o rient ierte Beschre i b u n g  von S e e routen ant iker  Han d e l s s c h i ff
fahrt u n d  Navi gat i o n  i m I nd i sc h e n Ozean g e g e n ü b e r. D i e  G rü nd e  fü r d i e  g ro ß e n  
U nterschiede z w i s c h e n  d e r  »Geog ra p h i e «  d e s  Ptole maios u n d  d e m  » Pe r i p l u s «  l i e g e n  
v o r  a l lem i n  A b s i c ht u n d  Methode:  Pto l e m a i o s ,  d e r  Astro n o m ,  betont d i e  Koord i na
ten der Län d e r  u n d  O rte,  d i e  er bere c h n et hat; d e r  anonyme Autor d e s  » Peri p l u s «  hat 
d i e  s i chere Navigat i o n  z u m  Z i e l  u n d  g i bt i n fol g e d e s s e n  vor a l l e m  so lche Deta i l s  a n ,  
d i e  fü r den Seefa h re r  h ö c h s t  wicht ig s i n d .  

E i n  verb l ü ffe n d e r  Fal l  betrifft d e n  G o l f  von Cam bay, v o n  w o  a u s  angebl ich  e i n  
kanalart ig e r  D u rc h l a ß  b i s  z u r  Gange s m ü n d u ng ver läuft ,  e i n e  Auffa s s u n g ,  d ie n o c h  i n  
d e r  n e u esten Darste l l u n g  d e r  ant iken Geogra p h i e  i n  d i e I rre fü h rt. D i e s e  Auffa s s u n g  
beruht a b e r  a u f  e i n e r  m i ßverstandenen Ü be rsetzung d e s  Franzosen Gosse l i n  Ende d e s  
1 8 . Jahrh u n d e rt s .  I m  »Per i p l u s «  g i bt es e i n e n  s o l c h e n  Kanal s e l bstve rstä n d l ic h  n i cht .  

I m  Gegente i l :  D i e  a n t i ke Segelanwe i s u n g  b e s c h re i bt d ie  Route nach I n d i e n  g e n a u ,  
mit  detai l l i e rten H i nweisen a u f  Ku rse, gefäh rl i c h e Küste n ,  U nt i efe n , Ström u nge n u sw. , 
u n d  s c h l i e ß l i c h  a u c h  auf g ute Ankerplätze u n d  Häfe n  m i t  g roßem Ware n u m s c h lag,  
m i t  a l l  d e m  also,  was w i r  i n  e i ne r g uten k l as s i s c h e n  Sege l anwe i s u n g e rwarte n .  Man 
darf m i t  S icherhe it  d avon a u s g e h e n ,  daß d e r  Autor  d iese Route s e l bst befahre n  hat, 
z u m i n dest b i s  z u m  Kap Comorin .  Es m u ß  im g ri ec h i s c h - röm i s c h e n  U m k reis  Tau s e n 
d e  v o n  See l e uten g e g e b e n  h a b e n ,  d i e  ü be r  äh n l i c h e  Erfa h r u n g e n  verfügte n ,  d e n n  d e r  
H a n d e l  Rom s  m it I n d i e n  w a r  g ewal t i g .  P l i n i u s  d e r  Ält e re (2 3/24-79 n . C h r. )  s c h re i bt i n  
se i n e r  >> Nat u ra l i s  H i storia«, d a ß  I n d i e n  jäh r l ic h  m i n d e stens 5 0  M i l l i o n e n  Sesterzen 
a u s  d e m  röm i sc h e n  Re i c h t u m  e rhalte , fü r die e s  H a n d e l s ware n  s c h icke,  d i e  w ie d e r
u m  z u m  h u n d e rtfac h e n  P re i s  i n  Rom verkauft w e rd e n .  K u rz nach d e r  Abfas s u n g  d e s  
>> Peri p l u s  Maris  Eryth rae i « ,  d e r  e i n e  k ü ste n n ahe u n d  d ad u rc h  lange Route be s c h re i bt, 
w i rd d e r  Seeweg d i rekt q u e r  übe r d e n  l n d i k  e r s c h l o s s e n ,  fü r d i e  rö m i s c h e n  Sch i ffe 
e i n e  e r h e b l i c h e  Ve r m i nd e ru n g  der Fah rtd a u e r  u n d  d ad u rc h  d e r  Tran spo rt koste n . 




